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Abstract
The most important parts of cars are shifting from mechanical to digital, heralding big changes in the
industry’s competitive stakes.
While the path forward for both technologies and business models remains uncertain, I will share ten
hypotheses regarding tomorrow’s automotive electrical or electronic architecture and its implications.
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Abstract
What an exciting time we live in: selfdriving cars, fully electric and always connected to the internet to
provide the user a seamless transportation experience. Many announcements around the mobile phone on
wheels have been made. Some of the most exciting innovations happening in our cars: cars are becoming
our copilots as intelligent technologies make them safe and secure, more comfortable, and more
autonomous. And with full connectivity the car becomes the new gold mine, a big data collector processing
real time traffic data and millions of miles per day.
To enable smart, connected and autonomous vehicles, the car’s electronic architecture, its supporting soft
and hardware design and release processes must be adjusted. Any failure in the field results in very high
cost and liability to the car manufacturer. Requirements for a robust, comprehensive design of a fault tolerant
system must be newly formulated. A holistic view of the system failure rate along the supply chain, lifecycle
of automotive development and production is necessary. Consequently, robustness, safety, and security of
self driving systems must be significantly increased and be monitored continuously.
Robust design begins in the early phase of car concepts. Automotive IP centers of excellence have been
created, to ensure automotive compliant intellectual property for faster, smarter, lowenergy chips reducing
risk and development time. Automotive SoC design is meeting the highest safety integrity levels (ASIL)
providing ADAS IP as design basis for the new advanced driver assistants architecture. By providing a
simulation platform based on the processor models, early virtual prototyping, emulation, and functional
verification from modelling to test bench deployment becomes possible. Software experts will be required to
ensure fault tolerant, highly reliable, functionally safe and secure software along the automotive lifecycle.
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Abstract
The Automotive Industry is seeing more dramatic changes in the next few years than in previous decades
combined. Vehicles are becoming always connected and part of the internet. Drive trains evolve from
combustion engines to mixtures of hybrid and electric vehicles with new challenges (e.g. for reach). Most
dramatic is the change to more and more assisted driving up to future level 35 automated vehicles.
All of those factors result in the development, that existing E/E architectures are not capable of supporting
those requirements. Instead of small evolutionary changes some more dramatic departure is required. While
the new functions demand new solutions, many of the existing functions in a vehicle (e.g. body comfort
functions, …) do not require new features and therefore a new architecture, that allows the reuse of many
legacy ECUs without changes can have a huge economic benefit.
The presentation will show how concepts from IT and Network Infrastructure Solutions can be brought into
Automotive while taking automotive specific requirements (e.g. startup times, thermal management) into
consideration. The presentation will touch on several of the attributes and consequences, e.g. of different
functions into one box (Virtualization, Isolation, Validation) and Communication schemes for such an
architecture.
Additionally we need to consider, that cars are an attractive Target for Hackers. In highly networked cars we
need to be concerned about protecting privacy, increasing safety and preventing unauthorized access.
Connected vehicles create a multi dimensional challenge to address vehicle safety (Zero accidents by
human error), security (Zero accidents by system hacks), functional safety and also device reliability.
Another topic is, that such a new architecture requires rethinking of conventional wisdom for functional
safety.
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